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A MOUNTAIN OF PHOTOS

1.72 trillion photos are taken each year.
In 2022, 54,400 photos are taken every second.
Users share 6.9 billion images on WhatsApp per
day, 3.8 billion on Snapchat, 2.1 billion on
Facebook, and 1.3 billion on Instagram.
92.5% of all photos are taken with smartphones
and this trend increases every year.
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LOST IN RETENTION

Thousands of photos are scattered across multiple
storage drives.
Cloud backups are often degraded.
A centralized view or search isn’t a thing…
Proprietary photo editing software formats
(Aperture, Lightroom, Luminar, Capture One...) are
incompatible with each other...
This is why CYME developed Peakto.

OUR MISSION: RECONNECT
PHOTOGRAPHERS WITH
THEIR PHOTOS
CYME's goal is to give everyone control of their
digital photos by developing a platform that brings
together all of their pictures, regardless of their
storage location, regardless of their format, in a
single revolutionary navigation interface and
without the need for an extra copy.
CYME wants photographers to rediscover the
pleasure of diving into their photos. Hence, they
have worked hard to create powerful tools that will
unearth a photographer’s most beautiful pictures–
and not overlook or forget them in a file-filled drive.
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Gather all your photos in one app

Build for Mac

GATHER ALL PHOTOS
IN ONE APP
Peakto offers a centralized view on all the images a
photographer may have: from Apple Photos, Aperture,
Lightroom Classic, Luminar AI/Neo, Capture One, iView
Media–and, of course, from folders too
Always up to date: with Peakto, users can see the latest
versions of each image. Every changes in a catalog are
tracked: addition, modification or annotation of new
photos, even changes in libraries structure
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All this without creating new copies of photos–just
previews–and without changing the photographer’s
organization. So, in spite of all it does, Peakto doesn’t
contribute to file overload!

A FRESH VIEW ON PHOTOS
POWERED BY AI
Peakto puts AI at photographers’ service with its
revolutionary Panorama.
Thanks to image recognition, Panorama automatically
curates and reveals photos hidden in different editing
applications and folders
Photographers no longer need to sort or annotate their
photos themselves to find all their landscapes, portraits
or food images
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Panorama automatically curates all the photos by
content, style and color without changing their catalog’s
organization. Magical.

CREATE & EXPORT ALBUMS
FROM MULTIPLE SOURCES
No matter where photos are located, Peakto creates
albums ready for print or sharing.
It is now possible to combine images from different
sources (folders or app catalogs).
When exporting an album, Peakto will identify images
with lower resolution and let the photographer open
them in just a few clicks in order to create the correct
size export version.
Smart Albums let photographers construct dynamic
photo collections based on a variety of criteria including
metadata, also leveraging various scores and keywords
computed by Peakto’s AI.

RETRACE A PHOTO’S EDIT
HISTORY
Peakto introduces a completely new concept for
photographers: Instants.
Instants will gather under one roof the master file and all
the modified versions of an original shot
With digital technology, photo files and Masters are
easy to copy, crop and edit. Tracing back the path to
that original shot, that “instant,” has become difficult or
even impossible…
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Now, Instants give an invaluable insight on the story of
edits.

FILTER AND SEARCH ON
STEROIDS
Peakto offers the best filters and applies them across all
photo catalogs, no matter what their location or the
editing app they are stored on
Because Peakto sees all the metadata that is attached
to images, photographers can continue to use the same
organization and editing app while curating their
pictures.
Peakto's universal overview and search capabilities are
unique. Peakto can filter b
Camera model │ Camera lens │ EXIF │ IPTC │ Faces │
Flags │ Color tags │ Keyword │ Ratings│ Location │
Software │ Master file.
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Photographers can search using keywords
automatically applied by AI across photo catalogs.

APERTURE, IVIEWMEDIA:
NOBODY PUTS OLDIES IN A
CORNER
Peakto does not leave photographers who still have
legacy catalogs (Aperture, iViewMedia...) on the side of
the road. Au contraire
Peakto displays, navigates, and searches through all the
photo material stored in Aperture and iViewMedia, even
if those softwares are no longer supported.
Peakto sees all the metadata attached to those images

. 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Thus, Peakto opens the door, from the latest macOS
version to precious past collections.

PEAKTO FOR MAC
Optimized for M1, Peakto
requires macOS 11 (Big Sur)
or later. Peakto is compatible
with the latest macOS version,
Ventura
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Peakto is compatible with
- Aperture catalogs from
version 3.
- Lightroom Classic catalogs
from version
- Luminar catalogs from
version 4.
- Luminar AI catalogs from
version 1.
- Capture One catalogs from
version 2
- Apple Photos catalogs from
version 6 (Big Sur
- iView Media Pro catalogs

from version
You need around 2GB of free
space, 4GB of memory (8GB
recommended) and enough
space to accommodate the
Peakto library and database
files. Peakto files can be
located on external drives. A
fast (SSD) drive for Peakto
files is recommended
A working copy of the
supported apps (Apple
Aperture, Lightroom,
CaptureOne, iView Media
Pro...) is not required when
using Peakto, as Peakto opens
those libraries natively.
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PRICING AND AVAILABILITY

Peakto is only available
for Mac, by subscription
(annual or monthly) with
the option to stop the
subscription at any time.
For those who don't want
to subscribe, Peakto is
also available as a onetime purchase.

Peakto is available for a
free 15-day free trial
(without the need of a
credit card on CYME.io).
Peakto is available for
sale on CYME.io and on
the Mac App Store.
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Monthly plan

Yearly plan

One time order

Total Freedom

Best ∫Value

One and Done!

9.99€

99€

189€

per seat

per seat

per seat

Peakto is available for a free 15-day trial

PEAKTO 1.0
MORE IS COMING…
Version 1.0 of Peakto is only the first stage in CYME’s
software rollout. New versions of Peakto will be released
regularly throughout the year
CYME’s ambition:
1. To improve the navigation of all stored photos,
thanks to AI,
2. To save our most beautiful photos, with good quality
and without duplication,
3. To encourage digital sobriety by keeping only the
best images,
4. To facilitate the sharing of an artist’s best images and
memories.
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Photo by Thibault Marot, interviewed by CYME

PEAKTO TAKES CARE OF OUR
PHOTOS AND OUR PLANET
Digital technology produces 3.5% of the world's greenhouse
gases. The folks at CYME are constantly thinking about ways to
combine photography and ecology
The overall ambition: to encourage frugality by keeping only the
images that make sense, both for ecological reasons and to
better manage, appreciate and transmit these photos
CYME makes every effort to follow these guidelines in their
developments and business model. Thus, Peakto will only be
available for free trial download while the application is less
than 1GB in size (to avoid inadvertently contributing to
excessive digital clutter!).
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Photo by Clarisse de Thoisy, interviewed by CYME

WHO IS BEHIND CYME

A team of photography enthusiasts, all Mac fans, raised
in the digital world and very conscious of climate
issues
CYME is not a newcomer to the world of
entrepreneurial venture: its three co-founders, Claudia,
Thomas and Matthieu, worked together more than 10
years ago on Aquafadas (bought by Rakuten in 2012)
and now, together again, are embarking on this new
adventure
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CYME’s raison d'être: to help photographers, both
professionals and amateurs, to regain control and find
pleasure in their photos.
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